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Abstract 

The world is often seen through a singular lens of ‘good’ and ‘evil’ and ‘us’ vs. ‘them’. This un-

healthy polarisation flavoured by faith, culture and an identity of civilisation has led to popular 

mobilisations against the West not only from the Third World but also from within the West. This 

tension is exacerbated by poverty, which is often the key catalyst for global conflicts, and the eth-

nic/faith identity issue that arises from them generates a vicious cycle. Poverty, inequity, and so-

cial injustice are matters of conscience and demand a systematic response. Civil society plays a key 

role in development, with Faith Based Organisations (FBOs) at the forefront of initiatives aimed at 

helping to achieve increased tolerance, social cohesion and understanding. This paper highlights 

practical examples of dialogue and collaboration between two international humanitarian Non-

Governmental Organisations (NGOs), the United Methodist Committee on Relief (UMCOR) and 

Muslim Aid.2 These cases show how different faith communities make natural allies for the pro-

motion and success of cross-border linking and play a part in making humanitarian work more effi-

cient and effective whilst demonstrating that inter-faith cooperation means something practical as 

well as spiritual. 

 
1 This paper was presented at the EXCEPS PGR conference ‘Cultural Encounters: Researching Ethnicities, Identities, and 

Politics in a Globalized World’, University of Exeter, UK, 21–22 May 2011.  
2
 The author was previously Country Director for Muslim Aid in Sri Lanka. 
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1. Introduction 

Incidents that have unfortunately plagued the world for decades but have become more pro-

nounced over the last eight years or so show an increase in political violence flavoured by faith, 

culture and identity; where the world is seen through a singular lens of ‘good’ and ‘evil’ and ‘us’ vs. 

‘them’ attitudes. However the violence we have seen to date has been perpetuated from deeply 

delusive and divisive assumptions of single exclusive identities by sectarian activists, who want 

people to ignore all affiliation and loyalties in support of one specific identity (Puniyani, 2008). 

Such exclusive identities are negative, stressing difference rather than belonging and ‘opposition 

to’ rather than ‘support for’ something. Unfortunately whilst faith may rarely be the original 

source, it often becomes the arena in which conflicts are played out. The result is that conflicts 

manifest themselves into rumour, hearsay and generalisation which are often the first steps to-

wards the stereotyping of people (their faith, their culture and identity) and the denial of a di-

verse, lived reality, the opposite of respect, understanding and acceptance. As a consequence, 

faiths (beliefs, culture and identity) are the first to fall victim and become judged by the attitudes 

and actions of small and aberrant minorities.  

It is precisely in this scenario that there are calls for new solutions to tackle this global turmoil. 

With the collapse of socialism, and now with the global financial crisis, an apparent sign of the 

failure of capitalism, this search for the new solutions has intensified to look for answers outside 

the box that will address the turmoil and their causes.  

One such solution emanated from the Commonwealth Peoples’ Forum3, held in Uganda in 2007 

where the communiqué4 issued to heads of governments called for programmes to support inter-

cultural and inter-, intra- and cross-faith exchange to build understanding and cooperation for 

 

3 The Commonwealth is an association of 54 countries (previously under British rule) that support each other and work 

together towards shared goals in democracy and development. Every two years, Commonwealth Heads of Govern-

ment meet to share ideas of working together. There are three intergovernmental organisations within the Common-

wealth, one of them being the Commonwealth Foundation (which helps civil society organisations promote 

democracy, development and cultural understanding). The Commonwealth People’s Forum brings together civil 

society representatives from around the world to discuss and debate key issues facing Commonwealth people. It is 

held every two years in the run up to the Commonwealth Heads of Government meeting and remains the single 

biggest opportunity for civil society to engage with Commonwealth leaders on global development issues. 

4 ‘Realising People’s Potential: The Kampala Civil Society Statement to the 2007 Commonwealth Heads of Government 

Meeting November 2007’ Commonwealth Foundation. 
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joint work on development and governance. The communiqué re-emphasised the focus of the 

Commonwealth that was agreed in 2005, the promotion of mutual understanding and respect 

among all faiths and communities within it.5 By issuing the communiqué, the forum recognised the 

need to move away from pure interfaith dialogue and networking, to a more grassroots centred 

partnership of practical action between and within communities of faith, ethnicity and culture. 

In 2010, senior officials from the 118 member countries of the Non-Aligned Movement6 (NAM) 

met in Manila, Philippines where the heads of delegations declared their support for the theme 

chosen for their conference: ‘Interfaith Dialogue and Cooperation for Peace and Development’ – 

an implicit admission that the fault lines threatening the world’s unity today may no longer run 

across ideological lines, but more profoundly across religious lines.  

The NAM conference came on the back of several other initiatives such as a conference held at the 

UN in November 2008 organised by King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia. Appropriately called ‘Culture of 

Peace’, it looked at the concept of creating a new environment by the promotion of Inter-Religious 

and Inter-Cultural Dialogue, Understanding and Cooperation for Peace. The Saudi conference ex-

amined the need to build tolerant societies and durable peace by restoring values of compassion 

and solidarity and encouraging the promotion of dialogue amongst the different forums available 

in all cultures. The conference noted that achieving a culture of peace required effort from ‘the 

forces that hold our societies together’, which also included religious beliefs, among other world-

views and focusing on the shared values of these religions and not on the differences.  

The final declaration of the Saudi conference emphasised the ‘importance of promoting dialogue, 

understanding and tolerance as well as respect for all religions, cultures, beliefs’, whilst expressing 

concern over ‘serious instances of intolerance, discrimination, expressions of hatred and harass-

ment of minority religious communities of all faiths’. So faith, it seems, matters. 

The role of faith and spirituality in particular in the search for new solutions will be very important 

in terms of offering access to communities (strong in their spiritual and faith teachings) and a sim-

 
5 Please see ‘Civil Paths to Peace’ (Commonwealth Secretariat 2007) and ‘Engaging with Faith’ (Commonwealth 

Foundation 2007) for further details. 

6 The Non-Aligned Movement is a group of countries considering themselves not aligned formally with or against any 

major power bloc. 
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ple language to express the commonalities of existence and to create the prerequisites for for-

giveness, respect, understanding and acceptance. Whilst dialogues are a beginning it is important 

that engagement goes beyond this, engaging practically with faith leaders and communities, to 

help resolve and avoid conflict and achieve gains that make a difference to people’s lives. 

This paper will examine the theory put forward by Clarke and Jennings (2008) that cross-

faith/cultural initiatives can work together across national and religious boundaries, thereby pro-

viding a potentially significant anti-dote to conflict and the perceptions, which fuel it. In particular, 

it will examine the novel partnership between two significant humanitarian organisations with a 

faith-based ethos, UK-based Muslim Aid and the US-based United Methodist Committee on Relief 

(UMCOR), which was established in Sri Lanka by the author when he was working for Muslim Aid 

in Sri Lanka7 and later made global. It will build up on work that has been done by the author 

(2010) and Clarke (2010) who has written more about the partnership and it will finally examine 

some of the lessons learnt from the partnership amidst significant challenges and limitations in an 

attempt to develop a model for moving forward. 

2. The Issue of Poverty and the Role of Faith 

Despite the various initiatives described above, which display a political resolve to concentrate 

efforts to develop a new workable and principled paradigm which can bridge the gaps of mistrust 

and suspicion, there is still a disconnect between theory and practice. This disconnect is perhaps 

the failure to understand that one of the key catalysts for global conflicts is the issue of poverty as 

Easterly (2006, p4) explains when he notes the ‘mistaken approach that traditional Western assis-

tance take towards world poverty’, which then affects how it is addressed. 

Poverty, inequity and social injustice are matters of conscience and demand a systematic and vig-

orous response. Development is a process of establishing this response by reaching the alienated, 

polarised and marginalised. It is widely recognised that civil society plays a key role within the 

whole development process and in whatever context of work that is undertaken be it, the promo-

tion of dialogue and cultural exchange; lobbying for better education or health care; campaigning 

 
7 The basis for this paper is taken from the experience of the author when he was the country director for Muslim Aid 

in Sri Lanka and was instrumental in developing the relationship with UMCOR. It will also refer to earlier work done by 

the author and Clarke (2010). 
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for gender equality; or demanding action related to non-violent resolution of conflict or trade jus-

tice; it is apparent that in most cases, faith seems to play an important part (Deneulin and Bano, 

2009). International NGOs, for instance, have spent an estimated $29 billion in emergency or hu-

manitarian aid in 2007 with FBOs featuring prominently amongst their numbers (Riddell, 2007). Six 

of the 15 NGOs or NGO coalitions represented on the board which oversees the SPHERE Humani-

tarian Charter8, for instance, have an explicit faith-based ethos as do five of the 13 NGOs which 

constitute the UK Disasters Emergency Committee (DEC)9, as detailed in Clarke (2010). 

This involvement of faith is no doubt fed by the context of a spiritual relationship between faith 

and development where many of the world’s faiths encourage basic charity to address the injus-

tices of the poor and downtrodden (the first tenet of the development doctrine) as a way of spiri-

tual purification and enlightenment. Faith Based Organisations (FBOs) have long been serving the 

poor and the downtrodden and are very much the pillars of their communities all over the world. 

They are linked inextricably with reducing poverty and, in their own myriad ways, have been work-

ing towards meeting the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) set at the Millennium Summit of 

the UN. They are also linked through family, worship, economic ties and joint heritage, across the 

globe as many faith communities are tied together across national boundaries, which have ap-

peared or crystallised long after the faith community emerged, often united by mutual concerns 

and values, which are sometimes at odds with national policies or even global concerns.  

FBOs are often at the heart of the most trouble-plagued and war-torn arenas, working in danger-

ous and difficult conditions, alongside many secular organisations but working with a higher spiri-

tual zeal (Groody, 2007). They are at the forefront of initiatives aimed at helping to achieve in-

creased tolerance, social cohesion and understanding or via aid, relief and the delivery of social 

and welfare services contributing to international development. It is this spirit of selflessness and 

‘volunteerism’ that so very often gives them credibility and the capacity to demonstrate, through 

practice, the very ideas of self-help and self-reliance (Deneulin and Bano, 2009). FBOs are gener-

 
8 The SPHERE project is a voluntary initiative that brings a wide range of humanitarian agencies together with a com-

mon aim to improve the quality of humanitarian assistance and the accountability of humanitarian actors to their 

constituents, donors and affected populations. The SPHERE handbook is one of the most common and widely known 

principles and minimum standards in humanitarian response. 

9 The six represented on the SPHERE board are Action by Churches Together, Caritas International, the Christian Relief 

and Development Association, Lutheran World Federation, Mercy Corps, and World Vision International. The five 

FBOs in the DEC are CAFOD, Christian Aid, Islamic Relief, Tearfund and World Vision.  
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ally apolitical, and determined to serve the local community (Clarke and Jennings, 2008). They also 

tend to pursue policies of reconciliation, rather than engaging with the damaging politics of blame, 

and where overt conflicts or less overt inter-group grievances are exacerbated by religious ten-

sions, they can play a role especially in bridging social or political divides with distinct religious 

dimensions (Marshall and Van Saanen, 2007). They tend to be seen at their best capacity when 

responding to the demands and pressures of a local community, where they can operate with lo-

cal knowledge to address specific community problems (Deneulin and Bano, 2009).  

FBOs have traditionally been able to demonstrate that what are often required are initiatives 

which, albeit small, will collectively change the overall global context. It is these transformations 

that grow out of listening to the needs of a local community and forging partnerships with these 

communities or with other civil society agencies. In this respect, many FBOs can and have served 

as models for secular organisations, which are seeking to operate at a community level, whether 

in the provision of development assistance, in the promotion of dialogue or the facilitation of 

peace and understanding (Marshall and Van Saanen, 2007). 

Despite this involvement, there has been a certain reluctance to recognise and acknowledge this 

role. For instance within the established body of literature, there is just a handful that explores the 

role of faith-based organisations in promoting international development, especially with regards 

to their specific roles in the provision of humanitarian assistance in the context of natural disasters 

or conflicts.10 Subsequently engagement with faith organisations on such measures is limited, with 

much of the rhetoric of ‘engagement with faith’ being done in the realms of inter-faith forums. 

Whilst these have their importance and role to be played, it is increasingly being felt by many of 

these FBOs that these forums are limited in mandate, scope and sphere of influence, with very 

little interest in moulding the basic tenet of faith into organised development practices (Groody, 

2010). 

This reluctance stems from the fact that despite faith communities and FBOs being highly active in 

many fields such as social service, healthcare, education, human rights, youth development etc, 

 
10 Clarke and Jennings (Eds) (2008), for instance, include studies of FBO interventions in conflict-affected countries 

including Lebanon and Somalia, where the FBOs concerned are both protagonists in the conflict and providers of 

services to conflict-affected populations. Marshall and Van Saanen (Eds) (2007) include brief studies of FBOs working 

to promote reconciliation in conflict-affected communities through cross-community networking and dialogue. 
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there is a character to the religious playing field that complicates matters. Also they are not a 

panacea, and can sometimes be justly accused of parachuting in, sometimes literally, and leaving 

no sustainable footprint, i.e. no link (Clarke and Jennings, 2008). The faith communities, whether 

they are numerous and powerful, a minority struggling for a voice or even an influential tiny cadre, 

have undeniably as strong a history of internecine strife and struggle as they do of cooperation 

and collaboration.  

So what is the role of Faith Communities in combating issues of poverty and social injustice (i.e. 

engaging in international development issues) as a way of developing a new paradigm for bringing 

communities together? And more importantly, how can this be done? 

The answer perhaps in a nutshell is through building and sustaining international links or, as the 

title of this paper suggests, developing Trans-Faith Humanitarianism, i.e. developing partnerships 

between cross-faith NGOS for humanitarian response. 

3. Developing Partnerships 

This paper suggests that despite this framework of potential inter- and intra-faith disagreement 

and division, there is a need to engage with FBOs and to build and sustain links with them. In addi-

tion, there should be the development of partnerships, between and within faith communities – 

and certainly from faith hub to faith hub, rather than focusing on inter-faith networks. The ‘Engag-

ing With Faith’ report, drawn up on behalf of The Commonwealth Foundation, by Linden and 

Firmin (2007,p27), recommends exactly this, ‘that we should strive to, support joint working be-

tween inter faith networks, by promoting North–South, South–South linking, sharing of practice 

and focussed exchanges’.  

The ethos of partnership is that in reality no organisation can operate in isolation in today’s com-

plex world. Thus partnerships should be about encouraging institutions to work across traditional 

boundaries to enhance their core competencies. Hence genuine cross-cultural, inter-faith partner-

ships give back to both donors and recipients, who realise that cultural contacts alter fundamen-

tally the way in which they interact, giving them the power and strength to work cooperatively 

(Clarke, 2010). 
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On the whole, FBOs working at the grass roots level make ideal partners for developing partner-

ships between organisations. They are self-reliant, capable of harnessing a community’s man-

power, skills and resources. They serve very often as role models; variously taking a stand against 

corruption, developing infrastructure, delivering ‘sharp end’ programmes and offering relief, 

healthcare and educational resources where they would not otherwise be found (Clarke, 2006). 

Religion forms communities within a cultural, social and political network which is unsurpassed by 

any other community/network, especially in the developing world. The FBO has the opportunity to 

‘plug into’ this network, thus providing it with an immediate entry point to communities. However 

my experience from working on the ground in Sri Lanka with Muslim Aid is that unless interfaith 

dialogue can produce something tangible for communities in the front line, peace and tolerance 

will not come from the grassroots. As has been told to me many a time by beneficiaries at the 

grassroots-level: if you can’t feed your hungry children or afford to buy medicines for them, 

statements that we should all live together mean nothing. I will be looking for someone to blame. 

Thus the key to the issue of respect and understanding as well as inter-religious co-operation and 

social cohesion is the question of how individuals and groups of individuals relate to each other. 

The questions become: What is the role of Faith Communities in building and sustaining interna-

tional links and – vice versa – what has been the role of international development and links in 

sustaining faith communities? How can they do this? What can FBOs and other Faith Community 

representation do to build on their record of often reactive assistance, to promote sustainable and 

mutually beneficial work links? 

4. The Muslim Aid / UMCOR partnership 

Cynics may question the feasibility of arriving at FBO / interfaith partnerships and whilst it all looks 

good on paper, in reality it would be difficult to see cooperation on common values leading to re-

spect and understanding. However it may not be as difficult as one might think as this paper will 

seek to examine. This is based on my experience of working with Muslim Aid in Sri Lanka and being 

involved in establishing the partnership as well as building up on work already done in this area by 

Clarke (2010) and the author (Saleem 2010). 
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Muslim Aid and UMCOR began to collaborate in 2006 in Sri Lanka, one of the world’s most com-

plex plural societies wracked by a similar communal conflict since the mid-1950s.11 Though the 

conflict is primarily political and ethno-cultural in origin, it does have a distinct religious dimen-

sion. Three quarters of Sri Lanka’s 21 million people are Sinhalese, and two thirds are Sinhalese 

Buddhists. The remaining one quarter is split equally between Tamils (mainly Hindus) and Mus-

lims, while a Christian minority exists within both the Tamil and Sinhalese communities. Tamils are 

concentrated in the drier Eastern and Northern provinces and since 1984, the Liberation Tigers of 

Tamil Ealam (LTTE) has waged a civil war in pursuit of an autonomous Tamil state focused on these 

two provinces (De Silva, 1998). 

4.1 History of the Partnership 

The partnership began during the 2006 Muttur Crisis, a complex political emergency.12 In the early 

hours of 2 August 2006, roughly 150 LTTE guerrillas occupied the centre of Muttur,13 a remote 

coastal town in Sri Lanka’s Eastern province in Trincomalee district, characterised by a relatively 

equal split between Sinhalese, Tamils and Muslims and long characterised by inter-communal ten-

sion. Muttur’s 57,000 population, however, is predominantly Muslim and since 1984, the town 

had come under repeated threat or attack from the LTTE, its physical isolation exacerbated by a 

pervasive sense of insecurity (UTHR, 2006). 

After an initial attempt to reoccupy Muttur was rebuffed, the Sri Lankan military began to shell the 

town early on 3 August, forcing residents to flee their homes. Significantly, it was among faith in-

stitutions that people sought sanctuary. By mid-day, almost 5,000 people had converged on the 

main Islamic College and thousands more in two other Islamic schools in the town and in the 

town’s three mosques. The Tamil community, Hindu and Christian, took refuge in the town’s 

Catholic and Methodist Churches while most Sinhalese residents evacuated to a prominent Bud-

 
11 According to De Silva, this conflict stems from the abandonment of a poly-ethnic polity in favour of a polity 

dominated by Sinhalese Buddhist nationalism (De Silva 1998). 

12 A large part of this is based on empirical work coming from the experience that I had in establishing the partnership 

and working with Muslim Aid. This is also supported by Clarke (2010) who worked with me (during my time in Sri 

Lanka) and developed a paper from it. 

13 Five months previously, in April 2006, a ceasefire between the LTTE and the government ended, and in the 

preceding weeks, the LTTE seized control of the water supply to the Mavil Aru Anicut, a densely-populated watershed 

to the south of Muttur. According to anonymous sources, the LTTE occupied Muttur to divert Sri Lankan government 

forces from the Mavil Aru Anicut and to relieve pressure on LTTE guerrillas in the area.  
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dhist temple in the nearby town of Seruwila (25 km south of Muttur). During the afternoon of 3 

August, however, as security deteriorated, in an atmosphere of desperation, religious leaders 

sought external help to organise an evacuation of Muttur (Clarke, 2008).  

At a regular meeting of the Consortium of Humanitarian Agencies (CHA)14 on Friday morning, 4 

August, I as the Muslim Aid Country Director provided a briefing on the developing crisis and 

sought help from other agencies in responding. UMCOR offered immediate support and by mid-

morning the two had forged an agreement to combine resources. Muslim Aid and UMCOR had 

established programmes in Sri Lanka in 2005 in the aftermath of the December 2004 tsunami and 

both had been active in Muttur and surrounding areas, helping to rebuild houses destroyed and 

restore livelihoods ruined. Each brought different assets to the collaboration. An established hu-

manitarian agency with close ties to donors such as the United Nations High Commissioner for 

Refugees (UNHCR), UMCOR brought money, vehicles and rapid access to emergency supplies such 

as bottled water, clothes, tarpaulin sheets and medical kits. Muslim Aid, a smaller organisation 

with a more recent history and less developed ties to the larger humanitarian agencies, brought its 

established connections to Sri Lanka’s Muslim community and a significant ability, in contrast to 

many international NGOs in Sri Lanka, to mobilise local community organisations and volunteers. 

Significantly, the organisations were able to respond together to the Muttur crisis because of a 

history of inter-faith dialogue in the town, involving both Muslim and Methodist clerics (Clarke, 

2010).15  

The evacuation of Muttur began after morning prayers on Friday, 4 August, hours before the LTTE 

guerrillas began to abandon the town to government special forces to flee South. By nightfall, 

nearly 10,000 Muslims had arrived in the nearby town of Kantale (60 km south of Muttur) while 

hundreds of Tamils headed to Trincomalee via Kantale or South towards Batticaloa district. By 

Monday, 7 August, more than 20,000 evacuees had arrived in Kantale, and the full horror of the 

Muttur crisis had become apparent.  

 
14 The CHA is a umbrella organisation of NGOs that are set up to establish coordination and cooperation between 

different stakeholders. 

15 Moulavi Abdul Kareem, the senior Islamic cleric in Muttur, has been a key figure in promoting inter-faith dialogue in 

the town. According to another source, the Christian Churches in Muttur, Catholic and Methodist, played a key role in 

representing the Tamil community in local inter-faith dialogue. This dialogue was important amid friction between 

Muslims and Tamils in the area (Saleem and Hovey 2008) 
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Against this difficult background, Muslim Aid and UMCOR worked to support the 20,000 Muttur 

evacuees based in Kantale. A town of some 50,000 people, Kantale had a mixed population; 60 per 

cent Sinhalese, 35 per cent Muslim, and 5 per cent Tamil. An inflow of 20,000 people threatened 

to overwhelm the local community and exacerbate inter-communal tensions and therefore re-

quired careful management and logistical support. Government officials, however, were sceptical 

that Muttur’s population would flee the town and made no preparations, leaving UMCOR and 

Muslim Aid to coordinate the reception. UMCOR maintained a warehouse in Kantale and had staff 

on the ground by the morning of 4 August. Muslim Aid had ties to local community organisations, 

both Muslim and Sinhalese. By Saturday, 5 August, Muslim Aid had established an office in Kan-

tale, and over the next few days, UMCOR and Muslim Aid assumed direct responsibility for 10,000 

evacuees in 11 separate refugee camps, under the overall supervision of Jamiat-e-Ulama (the na-

tional council of Imams). 

Over the next two months, Muslim Aid and UMCOR staff and volunteers developed a remarkable 

partnership in supporting the Muttur evacuees, with UMCOR drawing on its established expertise 

in responding to complex emergencies (especially in the area of logistics) and Muslim Aid provid-

ing culturally and religiously sensitive support to the predominantly Muslim evacuees.16 This relief 

aid was distributed equitably between all disadvantaged groups including the host Buddhist com-

munity. MA and UMCOR jointly approached the local Buddhist chief monk to ask for help in bring-

ing aid to the beleaguered Buddhist community – a community which was suspicious of NGOs and 

other ethnic and faith communities. The chief Monk was known for his hard-line support for Bud-

dhist nationalism and had been instrumental in galvanising anti-NGO opinion and was surprised by 

the joint approach by organisations whose faiths are commonly portrayed by the media (Ipgrave, 

2008) as enemies (and therefore perceived as such by communities), but agreed to speak with his 

constituents. The visit had the desired effect in softening his stance on NGOs and inter-faith coop-

eration flourished around the humanitarian relief efforts, with the Buddhist temple becoming an 

aid distribution centre. It was found that while the Monk had been part of the inter-faith dialogues 

which are commonplace in Sri Lanka and the region, he had not seen these initiatives produce any 

 
16 According to one community source for instance, female evacuees used to remaining within their homes in the 

context of Muttur’s relatively conservative Islamic culture complained about intrusions on their privacy in some of the 

temporary camps. In response, Muslim Aid secured 50 emergency shelters from Islamic Relief and 30 from the Saudi 

embassy which provided greater family privacy than conventional emergency shelters. The design and positioning of 

communal toilets also responded to Muslim community concerns.  
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tangible results: the difference between the UMCOR–MA partnership and other initiatives was 

that this partnership produced benefits in economic and social development. Later on the Monk 

would become an ardent supporter of the partnership and its initiatives. Within a short time span, 

areas where UMCOR staff had been attacked by Sinhalese villagers around Seruwila were open 

and safe for UMCOR and other NGO staff to visit and transit through. The small act of an UMCOR 

vehicle pulling up and a Muslim Aid staff member getting out of it provided an example of respect, 

understanding and co-operation and the impact on the community members was far in excess of 

the act (Hovey and Saleem 2008). 

This partnership enabled economies of scale and effective coordination but also had some other, 

unexpected outcomes. Both agencies worked in coordination with their respective faith and com-

munity leaders and councils to coordinate the mobilisation of thousands of volunteers who 

brought food and non-food relief items to the Internally Displaced People (IDP) camps and distri-

bution centres. This enabled individual volunteers, contributors and receiving communities to be 

exposed to the principle of non-discriminatory assistance based on need – something quite unique 

in many communities in Sri Lanka where much is divided along ethno-religious lines. MA engaged 

with the imams, the coordinating council for Muslim theologians and communities, discussed the 

impartial nature of humanitarianism with them and vouched for UMCOR staff’s neutrality. Discus-

sions centered on the imperative of both faiths to serve humanity and reduce the suffering of the 

disadvantaged. This was language which people could understand and relate to. UMCOR did the 

same through local Methodist priests in Christian areas, and with Hindus whom the priests knew. 

UMCOR and MA discussed the observations on the lessening of tensions towards aid workers and, 

by analyzing field discussions with communities and faith leaders learned that the example of per-

ceived Christian and Muslim ‘enemies’ working together to provide assistance had made people 

re-consider their opinions of NGOs. The result was a marked decrease in inter-community tensions 

coupled with a significant increase in the delivery and utilisation of humanitarian and develop-

mental assistance. The inter-community contact provided by the working methodology of the 

partnership (which facilitated the formation of community development committees led by com-

munity faith leaders) saw interfaith community cooperation and initiatives continuing long after 

the international presence has left. 
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This partnership continued once the emergency was over and the security situation had improved. 

When the IDPs were able to return home some months later, both organisations provided recon-

struction and other return assistance. As a result, Muslim Aid and UMCOR saw a decline in conflict 

resulting from this co-operation, and a corresponding improvement in the delivery and effective-

ness of development, enabled by more peaceful conditions. The partnership also demonstrated 

the value of engaging with community faith leaders and mobilising them to promote peace illus-

trating how interventions made under the auspices of faith can quickly gain community trust and 

enable civil society to work in security. Both organisations saw that this co-operative model cut 

across faith and theological differences to concentrate the material, financial and human re-

sources of both organisations on the common humanitarian objective of relieving poverty and 

suffering wherever and however it may occur.  

It was an unusual and unprecedented partnership, one that required the organisations to straddle 

not only the obvious religious boundaries but also, as the following section reveals distinct na-

tional, ideological and cultural boundaries (Clarke, 2010).  

In response to the partnership on the ground and continued lobbying from people like myself from 

the ground, both organisations signed a formal agreement in June 2007 to expand the partnership 

upwards from their Sri Lanka programmes to encompass their headquarters staff and outwards to 

other countries in which they were both operational.  

4.2 Challenges 

Despite the positive nature of the partnership and the media that it generated, the two organisa-

tions also identified many challenges. 

Formalising the partnership: The concern that the Sri Lankan experience owed more to personal 

friendships between staff members of Muslim Aid and UMCOR was discussed and a pilot joint 

funding application was initiated in Indonesia where the two organisations had not been working 

together in order to explore this.  The first step was perhaps to get the leadership to identify the 

merits of the partnership.  It was then found that, with the leadership of the two organisations 

explaining in detail the partnership and the ideals behind it, the application process and all the 

joint assessments that this entailed proceeded smoothly and lasting links could be made. However 
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without clear commitment, these links were in danger of being lost as management and personnel 

changed.  

Resistance from the supporter base: The negative reaction of some people in the Christian com-

munity in the US could be viewed on various blogs while some in the Muslim community have re-

portedly voiced comparable opinions. This is only to be expected. It was found that many misun-

derstood the nature of the FBO – as a professional relief and development organisation as op-

posed to a proselytising agent. The dissension, however, provided an opportunity for people to 

discuss the changing face of relief and development and the importance of inter-faith partner-

ships. 

The erosion of identity: Concern was voiced that the partnership would dilute the Islamic identity 

of MA and the Christian identity of UMCOR – that the coming together of the two would produce 

a compromised organisation not at ease with itself. This is a valid concern. However, the partner-

ship comes together mainly around operational and advocacy issues. While the partners may dis-

agree on theological issues, there are many more areas concerning the world’s disadvantaged that 

they do agree upon.  

The distraction of faith leaders: Some community faith leaders were exposed to the international 

humanitarian field for the first time and, recognising its potential, became involved in NGO work. 

Their involvement caused concern that they were being taken away – at a time of crisis – from 

administering to the spiritual needs of their communities. Clearly a delicate balance between the 

two needs to be identified early in an operation to operationalise a ‘do no harm’ approach. 

Keeping the partnership relevant: The Sri Lanka experience demonstrated that the success of the 

partnership was its relevance to communities and that high-level dialogue, although crucial, has 

limited meaning at grassroots level. As the partnership model is taken up, analysed and debated 

by academia, governments and other interested parties (Clarke, 2010), a challenge will be to en-

sure that it remains practical, relevant and rooted in communities.  

Setbacks: The partnership has also suffered set-backs, most significantly the cancellation of plans 

to provide school kits to primary schools in Palestine and Israel. In July 2008, the Israeli govern-
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ment listed Muslim Aid as a banned organisation, along with 35 other organisations which it 

claimed were allies of the ‘Union of Good’, in both supporting and assisting Hamas in the West 

Bank and Gaza Strip. The ban was serious not only for Muslim Aid but for UMCOR, many of whose 

supporters endorse the Christian right’s trenchant support for Israel and opposition to its enemies, 

both real and illusory. Muslim Aid officials were incredulous at the ban, and view it as emblematic 

of the difficulties that established Muslim development agencies face, both in helping the conflict-

ravaged communities of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, and in forging alliances with other faith 

communities. In light of the ban, UMCOR and Muslim Aid switched the focus of the initiative to 

Lebanon and in late 2008, distributed 15,000 kits containing clothes, books and other school mate-

rials to 56 schools through the country catering to Lebanese and Palestinian children. In 2008, 

Muslim Aid and UMCOR also distributed 2,000 school kits to children and classroom equipment to 

five schools in Bangladesh affected by cyclone Sidr.  

Opposition from within: The partnership also generated opposition from some US Methodists and 

British Muslims revealing another challenge to be confronted in developing it. In Britain, Muslim 

Aid received critical emails and letters, while supporters in a number of towns in northern Eng-

land, including Dewsberry and Bradford, voiced concerns to visiting Muslim Aid staff. Muslim Aid, 

however, is an independent development agency, rather than the official development arm of a 

representative body of British Muslims, and criticism has therefore been relatively muted. UM-

COR, however, has faced opposition not only from a small number of individual Methodists who 

sent letters, cards and emails of opposition, but from an organised constituency in the form of the 

Methodist Renewal Movement. Soon after the partnership was formalised in June 2007, Method-

ist activists placed stories with conservative Christian newsletters, websites and blogs, encourag-

ing UMC members to challenge UMCOR’s decision and the philosophy, which informed it.17 On the 

surface, the campaign was unsuccessful, resulting in less than 10 letters of complaint to UMCOR, 

partly because many UMC members and UMCOR donors remained unaware of the partnership 

and the controversy surrounding it. Yet other UMC figures and UMCOR supporters were aware of 

the path-breaking and sensitive nature of the partnership as a result of antipathy to Islam in con-

servative circles in the US, including the South where the UMC has many members. Such opposi-

 
17 For instance, Mark Tooley, ‘Methodists help Muslims to Slaughter Goats’, FrontPageMag.com, 19 July 2007. Accessed 

20 May 2008.  
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tion therefore serves to underline the innovative nature of the partnership and the sensitivities 

which must be overcome to develop it.  

Tensions between hardware and software: Within both Muslim Aid and UMCOR, some pro-

gramme staff are frustrated that the partnership has not delivered more tangible outcomes in its 

first 16 months yet others appreciate that it takes time to find ways of working around different 

organisational structures and cultures. In particular things that are difficult to resolve involve the 

tangibles such as joint grants, projects or advocacy activities and the intangibles, such as personal 

relationships or inter-organisational knowledge which are necessary to achieve them. Muslim Aid 

is a much younger organisation than UMCOR. It is smaller in size and is a stand-alone agency, in 

contrast to UMCOR, which is an organ of the General Board of Global Ministries of the United 

Methodist Church, embedding it in a complex organisational structure. Muslim Aid has strong 

connections to British Muslims of Bangladeshi or Pakistani origin, and its staff and trustees remain 

primarily of Bangladeshi or Pakistani origin, adding a distinct cultural dimension to its character. 

UMCOR, on the other hand, has closer links to prominent donors from the United Nations and 

government through the semi-autonomous UMCOR-NGO. Thus, it is more dependent on large 

donor grants with the result that its financial and reporting systems are more attuned to large do-

nor needs than Muslim Aid’s and it is more embedded in the policies and procedures of the inter-

national donor community. 

Since the partnership was signed, it has been notable that the relationship has become stagnant 

and has taken on more for a donor-recipient form (with UMCOR being the donor and Muslim Aid 

being the recipient). This may be attributed to the fact that the key individuals who were involved 

in the initial formalising of the partnership have now moved on and the principle of the partner-

ship was not able to be transferred to the rest of the organisation, management and staff. 

4.3 Lessons Learned 

This co-operative model cut across faith and theological differences to concentrate the material, 

financial and human resources of both organisations on the common humanitarian objective of 

relieving poverty and suffering wherever and however it may occur. This coming together of 

faiths, which are often perceived to be in opposition to each other, can serve as an example to all, 
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that organisations and people can work together to further the cause of humanitarianism without 

compromising their individuality or beliefs. It underlines the value of faith based engagement to 

practical ends, which goes beyond dialogues. It is perhaps the ‘missing link’ between high-level 

interfaith dialogues and community action. Muslim Aid and UMCOR identified the following key 

attributes of the partnership in order to enable FBOs to work together and improve operational 

effectiveness. 

The ability to work effectively in an insecure environment: The sight of two different faith-based 

organisations working together had a calming effect in many conflict-affected communities. It is 

doubtful if this could have been achieved in such a short space of time without local faith leaders 

being engaged by an FBO with which they could identify.  

The ability to work for common causes: The common belief in serving humanity contributes to 

the ability to work together and can largely eliminate the competitiveness over resources in relief 

and development.  

Working within networks: Religions offer cultural, social and political networks unsurpassed by 

any other. An FBO can ‘plug into’ this network, gaining immediate access to faith leaders – com-

munity ‘gatekeepers’ – and thus an entry point to communities.  

Sustainable empowerment and programming: In traditional societies, making sustainable pro-

gress in empowering minorities and vulnerable groups (such as women) without exposing them to 

danger is difficult. However, although some faith leaders may wish to preserve traditional roles, 

most have the wellbeing of their communities at heart and can be agents for change. By working 

with these leaders a long-term process of empowerment in its truest sense was initiated. The 

long-term presence of faith representatives in communities enables relief and development pro-

grammes to be supported long after the original implementing partner has left.  

Peace, reconciliation, respect and understanding: The partners found that peace does not ema-

nate from high-level political agreements but from communities on the ground. One of the most 

surprising aspects of the partnership was that it was the first time the majority of people had wit-

nessed different faiths working together in a tangible manner. This is perhaps the area within 
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which this partnership will be most effective – acting as a link between inter-faith dialogue and 

community action, translating rhetoric into practical action which demonstrates the benefit of 

dialogue in bringing about support for disadvantaged communities. The partnership is about de-

veloping an understanding, respect and acceptance of diversity of culture and religions and trans-

lating that into practical meaningful and tangible action such as: 

The ability to work for common causes: The common belief in serving humanity contributes to 

the ability to work together and can largely eliminate the competitiveness over resources in relief 

and development as well as bring about an understanding of unity in diversity, in the sense that 

within a society of diverse identities, there are still things that can unite us and this should be 

celebrated and encouraged. 

The ability to work effectively in an insecure environment: The sight of two different faith-based 

organisations working together had a calming effect in many conflict-affected communities. It is 

doubtful if this could have been achieved in such a short space of time without local faith leaders 

being engaged by an FBO with which they could identify.  

5. Conclusion 

The partnership of MA with UMCOR reached out beyond religious communities to benefit people 

in need, no matter what their religious faith, thereby giving much needed hope and chance for a 

new peace building paradigm. The partnership found that both their tsunami and conflict re-

sponses put them in daily contact with a wide range of faith leaders – some of whom were more 

open, for example to empowering women, than others. By working with these leaders a long-term 

process of empowerment was initiated and, by virtue of the continual presence of faith in Sri 

Lanka, the partners seem confident that the process will be sustained for generations. The part-

nership between UMCOR and MA meant that in a region divided along ethno-religious lines, peo-

ple would receive assistance from a Christian or Muslim NGO whose staff may be Buddhist, Chris-

tian, Muslim, Hindu or any other faith or indeed atheist. This raised questions as to why these 

people of other faiths should be helping them where in the past issues were seen as a problem 

solely for that particular faith community. For many, this was the first time that inter-faith coop-

eration meant something practical as well as spiritual and it caused people to begin to view faith 

matters and communities of different faiths in a new light. This is perhaps the area within which 
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this partnership was most effective – acting as a link between inter-faith dialogue and communi-

ties, translating rhetoric into practical action which demonstrates the benefit of dialogue to disad-

vantaged communities.  

The partnership showed that the strength of the message that perceived ‘enemies’ working to-

gether cannot be overestimated. Action speaks louder than words and thus announcements of 

peace and reconciliation must carry a visible, immediate and tangible benefit to disadvantaged 

conflict communities to have an impact. The experience of the partnerships was that one of the 

components of peace and reconciliation is simple contact within a neutral framework between 

protagonists (i.e. as part of a structured NGO project) and that those implementing peace and 

reconciliation programs must lead by example and demonstrate that they can mitigate their own 

conflicts.18 Faith, relief and development aid can be a tool in peace and reconciliation efforts link-

ing wider dialogue efforts to communities and the role of faith leaders and non-proselytising FBOs 

is crucial in mitigating conflict and reconciling communities but must include engagement at the 

community level. Communities will, with the correct leadership, cooperate around common prob-

lems as non-proselytising FBOs have an immediate bond with communities via their faith identity 

which secular organisations take years to build; and that faith leaders are powerful community 

gatekeepers and are respected by Government figures. 

Hence, the experience of MA–UMCOR serves to address the issue of social tension that could arise 

in a diverse society due to ignorance. The partners believe that the model provides an example to 

a wider world that organisations and peoples of different faiths can and do work together putting 

theological differences aside and work together on common goals of relieving suffering and pov-

erty wherever it is found and whoever requires it.  

Equally, however, the Muslim Aid–UMCOR partnership reveals significant challenges for partner-

ships among FBOs or between FBOs and their secular peers. Trans-faith partnerships, for instance, 

inevitably provoke opposition from conservative elements of the faithful, although in this instance, 

relatively few Muslim Aid and UMCOR supporters have opposed the alliance. Nevertheless, it 

demonstrates that organisations must work hard to contain such opposition and to explain their 

 
18 For example, some of UMCOR’s staff are Bosnian with ethnic Serbs, Croats and Muslims working and living together 

for the common goal of providing aid in Sri Lanka. 
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policies with some care to their supporters. Conservative elements in intended beneficiary com-

munities can be even more suspicious and also need careful treatment both during and after 

emergency operations. Sensitivity here, however, can yield a substantial dividend, peeling back 

the layers of suspicion and creating the conditions for cross-community tolerance and co-

operation. 

Thus the key to the issue of respect and understanding of religious pluralism is the question of 

how individuals and groups of individuals relate to each other. The way people and communities 

relate to one another is changing all the time. According to an old adage, the carpenter whose 

only tool is a hammer sees (and treats) the whole world like a nail. Whilst religious pluralism can 

lead to an absence of violence mainly due to better understandings and interaction, more impor-

tantly it opens a space for discussion, dialogue and engagement. These issues necessitate public 

debate and dialogue with educational and media sits emerging as a significant population loca-

tions for this purposes supplementing initiatives by political and religious leaders. We need to 

have this dialogue and also identify new ways of speaking to each other and finding out key areas 

of working together.  

The next step is about translating this into practice. This can only be done in partnership which is 

important as an element of inter-faith co-operation. It works. It should be encouraged and sup-

ported. It should be enhanced through a comprehensive education strategy, both formal and in-

formal, that breaks down the seemingly insurmountable divide of ‘us’ and ‘them’. This education 

should begin at home, within families and small communities, where the benefit of dialogue and 

linking can be seen and felt. It should roll through schools, institutes of higher education and ulti-

mately politicians, legislators, governments and multi-lateral organisations, including those pre-

sent here today. 

Simply put: We must learn also to listen closely to one another (both internally and externally) as a 

first step to working with each other, because it is possible that we might learn something impor-

tant about ourselves, become better human beings, and build a better global village in the proc-

ess.  
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The story of Tan Sen, the master musician at the court of the Mogul Emperor, Akbar sets an exam-

ple of how listening can build understanding. He had some fifteen musical instruments in the Em-

peror’s chamber, which he had tuned to one frequency. Upon playing just one instrument’s musi-

cal note, the other fourteen started to resonate, to the astonishment and delight of the audience. 

Ideally this story serves a metaphor for how communities can work in harmony to achieve an 

enlightened result. Not everyone sees it that way. Certainly not every faith community is tuned to 

the same frequency, indeed, not every faith community has achieved harmony within itself but an 

opportunity exists through the promotion of linking to faith communities, to harness more cross-

community collaboration, in the interests of peace, tolerance and wellbeing.  

In Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a World of Strangers, Kwame Anthony Appiah writes eloquently of 

the urgent need for ‘ideas and institutions that will allow us to live together as the global tribe we 

have become’ (2006: xiii). The roots of all global crises can be found in human denial of the eternal 

principle of peace. In order to fight this denial there needs to be self-critical reflection  

Addressing these challenges offers an antidote to sectarianism and the polarisation of different 

faiths in multi-cultural societies. This will never be easy, but remains vitally important for commu-

nities in need. In particular, the partnership between Muslim Aid and UMCOR represents a tem-

plate for a large cosmopolitan mosaic seeking to piece together the broken shards of a greater 

truth of serving humanity. 

In traditional societies, making sustainable progress in empowering minorities without exposing 

them to danger is difficult. While progress on this can be slow, the community faith leader can be 

a change agent in these circumstances. Traditional roles are often preserved by faith leaders and it 

must be recognised that some faith leaders are the cause of some problems, but the majority are 

not and have the wellbeing of their communities at heart.  

Faith identities will continue to be part of the picture, and faith-based organisations will continue 

to thrive as part of civil society. Virtually all faiths, however different they may be theologically 

have a common purpose which is to serve humanity and aid the disadvantaged. Faith represents a 

significant pillar of grassroots relief and development which has remained sidelined due to its po-
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tentially sensitive nature. Thus strategies to work with civil society must be inclusive and also in-

volve faith-based organisations.  
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